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Overview

• This draft aims to provide guidelines for IODEF implementation
  • About representations of common security indicators
  • About use-cases so far
• Show status of the draft
• Show updates from previous(-09) draft
• Show To-Do lists
Draft Status

• Currently WGLC consensus reached

• Modified issues referring to reviews from Adam and Roman after WGLC
  • Thanks to Adam and Roman

• Waiting for shepherd write-up
  • Nancy took on the shepherd (Thanks to Nancy)
Updates from Previous(-09) Draft

• Modified issues referring to Adam’s review comments
  • Language improvements/nits throughout the draft

• Modified issues referring to Roman’s review comments
  • Fix XML snippet in Appendix A
  • Fix a lack consistency in referred IODEF version in the draft
  • Add a description of xml:lang attribute to Section 3.1
  • Add a reference to RID [RFC6545]
  • Language improvements/nits throughout the draft

• Added paragraph about language support in ML_STRING classes
To-Do Lists and Discussion

• Waiting for shepherd write-up